
LETTERSTO THE EDITOR

Three unambiguous terms can be defined:
I . â€œCarrier-freeâ€•(CF) should mean that the radionuclide or

stable nuclide is not contaminated with any other stableor radio
active nuclide of the same element.

2. â€œNocarrier addedâ€•(NCA) should apply to an element or
compound to which no carrier of the same element has been in
tentionally or otherwise addedduring its preparation.

3. â€œCarrieraddedâ€•(CA) should apply to any element or
compound to which a known amount of carrier has been added.

It should be clear that these terms refer to a specific position or
positionswhen applied to a molecule.

The term â€œcarrier-freeâ€•(CF) is the mostdifficult to quantitate.
It should only be used when evidence is provided that the element
or compound is indeed carrier free. There are very few examples
at present where this might even be possible. It may be useful to
modify this term slightly by using â€œnearcarrier-freeâ€• (NCF),
followed by an obligatory quantitation, such as â€˜8F-NCF(1% of
all fluorine atoms in the compoundat assaytime are stable fluo
rine).

The term â€œnocarrier addedâ€•(NCA) applies to the vast majority
of elements and compounds to which the term â€œcarrier-freeâ€•is
incorrectly applied.The problemsin technetiumchemistryarewell
known.Whereasmanyofthe preparationsof â€˜â€˜C-carbonmonoxide
are of â€œhighâ€•specific activity, none in the literature today are
demonstrably CF. indeed they are far from it! Ifknown, the term
â€œNCAâ€•can also be qualified with a statement of precise or ap
proximate dilution.

The term â€œcarrier-addedâ€•(CA) is obviousand again shouldbe
qualified with precise data if available

The useof thesethree simple terms CF. NCA, and CA would
immediately identify for the reader the extent of dilution of the
tracer and simplify the evaluation of utility in those cases where
precise nuclidic, radioactive, or other composition is necessary
informafion for the study. If nothing else, their use would remove
a source of confusion and misdirection in the scientific litera
ture.
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Re: Simultaneous Treatment of Toxic Diffuse Goiter
with1-131andAntithyroidDrugs:A Prospective
Study

Recently in the Journal Steinbach, Donoghue, and Goldman
reported a decreased incidence of hypothyroidism after I-I 31
therapy for diffuse toxic goiter in patients who were receiving
antithyroid drugs compared with those who were not (I). They
reported that the estimated thyroid weights for determination of
the I-I 31 doses were obtained from thyroid scans â€œusingthe
Bauerâ€”Blahdformula,â€•but did not report the actual estimated
weights. Application of their tabulated data and their dosimetry
formula appears to show an average estimated thyroid weight of
91g for patientswhoreceived1-131aloneand77g for patientswho
received both 1-131 and antithyroid drugs.

In another recent Journal article, Tamagna, Levine, and
Hershman reported a considerably lower average estimated thy

roid weight of 43 g in I2 patients with diffuse toxic goiter â€œbased
on planimetry of the thyroid scanâ€•(2). Their seriesalsoconsisted
of mostly male patients,although their patients were presumably
from California rather than from New York.

The discrepancybetweenthe averageestimatedthyroid weights
in the two studies suggests the possibility that Steinbach, Donog

hue, and Goldman may consistently derive higher estimates of
thyroid weight than at least someother physicians might. If so,
perhapsthey could decreasethe incidenceof hypothyroidism after
1-131 therapy in their patients by merely revisingtheir technique
for estimating thyroid weight rather than by adding antithyroid
drugs to their regimen.
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Reply
Dr. Hegge comments on an apparent discrepancy in the thyroid

glandweightbetweenourstudy(1) andthat performedbyTam
agnaet al. (2). He then concludesthat by revising the calculation
of the thyroid weight alone the incidence of hypothyroidism could
be reduced.

Dr. Hegge has quite reasonably arrived at the mean thyroid
weights in our series. Our data show this mean weight to be 85 g
(range24â€”190g)forGroup A and 72 g (range33-239g)for
GroupB.

Our data quite obviously differ from thoseof Tamagna et al.
(2), and any ofthe following could accountfor thedifferences:(a)
patient selectionâ€”random(I ) contrasted with selective(2); (b)
type ofpatientsâ€”allmale (I) contrastedwith 21%female(2); (c)
geographical locationâ€”Great Lakes (I ) contrasted with West
coast(2); (d) typeofgoiterâ€”toxicdiffuseonly (I ) contrastedwith
toxic diffuse and nodular (2). In addition, the number of patients
in either study is too small to be representative of any particular
population.

In another study by Blahd and Hays (3) doneon 241 male hy
perthyroid patientsat the Wadsworth VA Hospital in California,
the mean thyroid gland weight was 51@ 28 g.

Dr. Hegge'ssuggestionthat reduction in thyroid weight used
for calculationâ€”i.e.,reduction of the doseadministered to the
thyroidâ€”will result in decreasedincidenceof hypothyroidism is
not a novel one. A vast amount of literature is available on this
subject (someof it referred to in our original paper). Dr. Hegge,
however, has ignored the difference in results for the two groups
we reported. Group A had a very low incidence of hypothyroidism
(8%) and Group B had an incidence (36%), which is no different
from other reported series (4,5). Since gland weight was calculated
in the same manner for both groups, it could not account for the
differencein outcome.

Finally, Dr. Hegge has suggestedrevision of our method of
calculation, implying that the method used by Tamagna et al. is
the preferred one.That method, however, is the sameas the one
we have used, and the difference is only the semantics of re
porting.

Our paper examined the effect of a 5000-rad dose on the clinical
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